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Visual art and the brain
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24.1. What is art?

Uniquel y human, art, lang uage, and music repr esent the

highe st forms of creativi ty of our species . Art, in con-

trast to language and music, has proven diffi cult to study

and the neurologi cal underpinn ings of art appre ciation

and produc tion are still poorly under stood. Our prehist o-

ric ances tors began to cover the wall s of caves with pic-

tures of animal s as early as 40,000 years ago sugges ting

som ething very old, intrinsic, and universa l about our

capac ity for art ( Harth, 199 9; Janso n and Janso n, 1997;

Mill er and Hou, 2004 ). Des pite the fact that these paint-

ings wer e produc ed by humans living in a very dif ferent

cultur al milieu, it is easy for even the most mode rn of

huma ns to appreci ate these early efforts at art .

What is art? While artistic preferences are steeped in

cultur e, our disc ussion must begin with a common

agre ement about the core featur es of visual art. In the

Hist ory of Art, Janso n and Janso n propose that the art
begi ns wi th a men tal im age, be it either realistic or

improb able, past or pres ent (Jan son and Janson , 1997).

During the crea tive process, the artis t man ipulates mate-

rials to actual ize this mental image. This aspect of

‘human interv ention’ distingui shes natu ral obje cts such

as flowers or landscap e from art, unless they are purpo-

sefu lly exhi bited as objects worthy of special consider a-

tion (e.g., found art). Manipul ation of im ages occurs

within the mi nd as well as with material. Furthermor e,

like lang uage, art is a means of commun ication. Ar t

deliver s message s and impressi ons that cannot be

expre ssed thr ough words alone. Final ly, art is origina l.

The originality of the work is wha t separates art from

craft— the latter can be mas s produc ed. As truly origina l

art only declare s it self o ver time , this quality is often the

mos t difficul t featur e to dete rmine (Jan son and Janso n,

1997).
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Cha tterjee (2004) propos es a framewor k for under -

standing artwo rk, and by extensi on, how it change s.

The first axis involves purpos e and may be either

descriptiv e or expre ssive. In any given work, an artist

may choose to accurat ely repr esent the real world or

commun icate an intern al state. Both are valid goal s

and have been more or les s celebra ted in art histor y.

The entire brain partic ipates in the produc tion of an

artistic piece, but researc h sugges ts that the process of

copying an ‘accurate representation of the real world’

relies strongly on the nondominant parietal lobe, while

pulling up internal images activates memory systems

in the temporal areas. The second axis describes the con-

tent matter, which may be more perceptual or concep-

tual in scope. Perceptually based content includes

more sensory information, including light, color, form,

texture, faces, and scenes. Conceptually based content,

on the other hand, may be abstracted, symbolic, and

simplified. This division between perception and con-

cept contrasts the strengths of the nondominant versus

the dominant hemisphere.

In relation to the above definition of art, our goal is to

articulate the state of the research on visuospatial percep-

tion, visual imagery, motor memory, and interest as it

applies to the artistic process, through the lens of lesion

studies and different categories of neurodegenerative ill-

ness. While the primary goal of this chapter is not to

explain the cognitive basis of visual processing, it is

important to discuss the visual systems used by artists as

they conceptualize and then produce an artistic product.

24.2. The nature of research on art
and the brain

The fields of neurology, psychology, psychiatry, and

cognitive science lend diverse and complementary
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pers pectives on art and the brain. The bulk of our

under standin g rests upon case reports of art ists and

non-a rtists who suffer from localize d brain inj ury.

Some argue that followi ng the natural histor y of estab-

lished artis ts provides a richer under standin g of the

neuro logical subst rate of art-maki ng (Mar sh and Phil-

win, 1978; Kaplan and Gardner , 1989 ). Indee d, pre-

and post morbid com parisons can b e mor e readily made

in this cohor t. With str uctural and functi onal imagi ng it

is now possible to stud y brain activi ty and struct ure as

it devel ops normally in an artist. Yet muc h of what we

have learned about art and the brain still com es from

the com pelling stories of artis ts and non-a rtists who

have had focal brain injuri es that have influe nced their

visu al creativity. Additiona lly, there have been numer-

ous case reports of non-a rtists, usual ly with left frontal

or tempor ally predo minant brain degene ration, who

dem onstrate a new found intere st in the visu al arts.

The case-bas ed nature of the bulk of the research

has certain limits. Perha ps mos t important ly, humans

vary enormous ly regardi ng their premor bid ability to

produc e and understa nd art. This is particula rly evid ent

whe n trying to compare a talented artis t to an in-

dividual who lac ks visual artistic ability. Individ ual

variabi lity has made it difficul t to produc e stand ardiz-

ed batter ies that quantif y art in the sam e way that apha-

sia batterie s have been organ ized. Also, localiza tion of

specifi c brain regions to art is li mited by the vari ations

in human neuroanat omy. Fo r example, V5 motio n area

varies by as much as three centim eters in location from

one pers on to another. Furth ermore, muc h variat ion

in cerebrov ascular territorie s exists ( Watson et al.,

1993 ). Finally, some degree of subjectivit y in int erpre-

tati on is inherent in research on art and the brain. Fo r

examp le, over 150 p hysicians and art histor ians have

retros pective ly diag nosed Vincen t van Gogh (1853–

1890) with tempor al lobe epilepsy, Meni ere’s dise ase,

porphy ria, depression , bipolar illne ss, and absinth e poi-

soni ng, to name a few ( Arenber g et al. 1991; Morr ant,

1993; Blumer, 2002 ).

24.3. How do artists differ from non-artists?

In distingu ishing the novic e from the expert artis t, it

may be help ful to describ e wha t happen s during art

training. Just as learnin g synt ax and gram mar is esse n-

tial to good writing , acqui ring basi c perc eptual skills is

founda tional to making art. In fact, for art educa tors,

one of the most pers istent probl ems in tea ching student s

how to draw is encouragi ng them to draw what they see

instea d of what they think they see. Edwa rds calls this

challe nge ‘overcom ing the tenacious set of sym bols

or schemata that ever y person develops from the age

of three and ten ( Edwa rds, 1988 ).’ For exam ple, mos t
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unskilled artis ts and children have a preconcei ved

notion of a table: a rectangle with one leg attached to

each of its four corners. Thus, the novicemay draw a flat

representation of the table, with little regard to foreshor-

tening or perspective. However, trained artists not only

have an abundance of schemas but have acquired a set

of skills that allow them to draw more flexibly, even

when faced with novel stimuli (Wapner et al., 1978).

Snyder and colleagues have suggested that the lin-

guistic layering and labeling of objects in the world pre-

vents non-artists from seeing the visual world as it is

(Sn yder and Thoma s, 1997 ; Snyder et al., 2003). Para-

doxically, learning how to become an artist requires

the unlearning of these verbal and symbolic approaches

to perception. Snyder’s theory may partially explain the

emergence of visual creativity in the setting of semantic

dementia, a degenerative disorder of the left anterior

temporal lobe where semantic knowledge of the world

disintegrates (Miller et al., 1996). Similarly, his theory

yields insight into the behavior of artistic savants,

who are prolific in visual expression but devastated in

linguistic skills.

A basic assumption of neuroscience is that learning a

skill leads to specific neuroanatomical and neurophysio-

logical brain changes. An EEG study comparing profes-

sional artists and laymen showed significantly stronger

delta band synchronization between frontal and tem-

poro-occipital electrodes in the former group. Non-

artists however, only showed enhancement in gamma

band synchronization primarily in frontal regions.

Together, these findings suggest that artists may display

greater functional cooperation between cortical regions

and that the prefrontal cortex plays an important role in

creative tasks (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2005). Con-

sistent with popular belief, strong right hemispheric

dominance in terms of synchronization was also found

among the artists (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2005).

24.4. Hemispheric contributions to
art-making

Because of the limits of imaging at the time, early

research could only make crude associations between

lesion site and functional deficits. However, lesion and

dementia studies from the 1970s to the present offer a

valuable window into the relative hemispheric contribu-

tion to artistry, particularly the relationship between

details versus form. As early as 1948, Alajouanine recog-

nized the hemispheric specialization for linguistic, musi-

cal, and visual arts (Alajouanine, 1948). He described a

writer (Valery Larbaud), a musician (Ravel), and an

artist, each with devastating injury to the dominant (left)

hemisphere. For the writer and musician, the dominant

hemisphere injury had a devastating and permanent
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effect, while for the artist the effect was minimal. Fifty-

seven years later, Boller (2005) identified the artist as

Paul-Elie Gernex and confirmed that the aphasia did not

stop painting. However, poststroke work appeared less

poetic and spontaneous. The story of hemispheric specia-

lizations for art is quite complex.

24.4.1. Detai ls vs. form

Beginn ing with German neuro logist Richard Jung’ s col-

lection of the wor k of four major Germ an artists who

suffere d from rig ht hemisp here injury (Jung, 1974 ),

there have been sever al studies comparing patients with

isolated hemisp heric dam age. Not surprising ly, patients

with left- brain d amage (LB D) produced drawi ngs with a

relat ive neglect of the (right) side o f the canvas. Also,

they tend ed to draw in a mor e simpl istic and primitive

man ner. Contours were favored over details and their

work was compare d to childr en’s drawi ngs. A pres erved

right hem isphere appea rs capab le of maintai ning the

overa ll gestalt in draw ing ( Gardner , 1982; Kap lan and

Gardner , 1989 ). In contras t, patients with right-bra in

dam age (RBD) lost the ov erall cont our of the subj ect

matt er but dem onstrated fastidiou s attenti on to detail.

Their drawi ngs appea red mor e scatte red, fragme nted,

and disorgan ized as a whole (K aplan and Gardn er,

1989; Gardner , 1982; Swindell et al., 1988 ). In another

stud y of a visual artis t with a rig ht hemisp here stroke,

the loss of the ability to draw and profound negl ect

was accom panied by the appea ranc e of word s onto

pictur es ( Schni der et al., 1993 ).

Toget her, these studies support Kaplan’s theory that

the left hemisp here attends to details while the rig ht

hem isphere perc eives the overall form and com position

of the subject ( Kap lan, 1980 ). Furthermor e, in a task

calling subj ects to categorize artwork, aphas ic patients

were b etter at groupi ng pain tings by artistic style. On

the other hand, right-si ded injury patients tend ed to

group by subj ect matter ( Gardner , 1975 ). Of related

intere st, one longit udinal study found that the LBD

group reco vered mor e rapidly and comple tely than

RBD patient s, as evidence d by their steady improve-

men t in drawi ng ( Swind ell et al., 1988 ).

Jung’ s four Germ an pain ters also demonst rated a

defini te shift in style with the onset of rig ht-hemis phere

dam age ( Jung, 197 4; Gardner , 1982 ). As exempl ified by

the German pain ter Anton Rä derscheidt ’s (1892– 1970)

self portrai ts mad e before and after his rig ht-sided

stroke, pain tings become more free and expre ssive.

Critic s no ted a similar shift in style of anot her famous

Germ an pain ter and printer Lo vis Corinth (1858–

1925), but attribut ed the change to psycho logical

reasons. More likel y, the shift was due to the right-

hem isphere stroke he sust ained in 1911 (Jung, 1974;
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Gardner, 1982 ). Other examples of artis ts who dem on-

strated a shift in style include Reynold Brown, whose

artwork was exhibited and discussed at an ‘Art and the

Brain’ symposium in Chicago, 1994, and Loring

Hughes (Heller, 1994). Gardner suggests such stylistic

transformation may be due to ‘the release of an

inhibitory mechanism’ (Gardner, 1982).

Color perception is discussed in more detail later in

this chapter, but its relevance to hemispheric speciali-

zation is noted here. In a comprehensive study of color

deficits following right versus left brain injury,

De Renzi and Spinnler (1967) demonstrated that

patients with right brain damage were more likely to

demonstrate deficits in color perception (dyschroma-

topsia), while patients with left brain injury demon-

strated more problems with color naming and with

conjuring up an image of object’s colors. The influence

of these primary deficits on the production of paintings

remains unknown.

24.4.2. Symbolic art

The devastation of copying and realistic art with right

hemisphere injury is well-established, but there is little

research on the types of deficits that are seen when

artists suffer left brain injury. In one study, Kaczmarek

described a highly symbolic abstract artist who suf-

fered a dominant hemisphere stroke (1991). This indi-

vidual was able to successfully carry out accurate

copies of visual scenes, but completely lost his ability

to produce symbolic work. As will be discussed,

patients with left anterior temporal or left frontal lobar

degeneration lose symbolic components of language

yet often produce elegant realistic or surrealistic art.

Additionally, several studies suggest that left hemi-

sphere lesions may be associated with loss of primary

visual functions that could impair the artistic process.

Bay (1962), Gainotti et al. (1983), and Goldenberg

et al. (2003) reported that aphasic patients had difficulty

with drawing objects from memory.

24.4.3. Distribution of function between left and

right hemispheres

In summary, lesion studies demonstrate that the left

hemisphere attends to symbolic meaning in artwork,

tends to appreciate art by its literal meaning or subject

matter, and focuses on the detail of the subject matter.

The right hemisphere, in contrast, perceives overall

form and composition of the subject matter and

responds to and generates the style of artwork.

However, there is some evidence for handedness

affecting the distribution of function between hemi-

spheres. In general, left-handers appear to be
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over-represented among visual artists suggesting a

hemispheric advantage for spatial tasks in this group

(Peterson, 1979). In MRI-based studies of brain

volumes related to handedness, left-handers tend to

have a more symmetrical brain in the temporal lobe

regions (Geschwind et al., 2002), raising the intriguing

possibility of symmetry offering an advantage in the

visual tasks associated with art.

24.4.4. The nature of neglect

Neglect following right hemisphere stroke, usually

centered in the inferior parietal or superior temporal

areas, is a fairly well-documented phenomenon (Val-

lar, 1993; Karnath et al., 2001; Bartolomeo and Chok-

ron, 2002). One study cites unilateral neglect in over

80% of patients with acute right hemisphere stroke.

Defined as failure to attend to objects in the left field

of view, the disorder is usually associated with a poor

prognosis (Roberson and Marshall, 1993; Halligan

and Marshall, 1997). Furthermore, neglect may be per-

son-centered or object-centered (Chatterjee, 1994; Ota

et al., 2001). In person-centered neglect, the left side

of the field of view in relation to the patient is rela-

tively ignored, whereas in object-centered neglect, the

left side of each object is overlooked.

The famous filmmaker Federico Fellini, also a distin-

guished painter and cartoonist, suffered a right parietal

stroke which left him with a left-field visual neglect

(Cantagallo and Della Sala, 1998). When given line-

bisection drawing tasks, he demonstrated more stimu-

lus-bounded neglect, whereas another patient with more

anterior-medial damage demonstrated person-centered

neglect (Ota et al., 2001). For example, he would always

draw on the right side of the line (Fig. 24.1B). Unlike

many of the other artists that Jung studied with right-

hemisphere strokes, Fellini was unique in his awareness

of his deficit. In fact, a few of his cartoons feature char-

acters that cleverly demonstrate his insight (Fig. 24.1A

and C). Fellini’s performance on visuospatial tasks and

preserved insight suggest that his stroke left him with

relative impairment of this visuospatial working mem-

ory but spared his long-term visual memory, suggesting

that these two functions exist independently. However,

another interpretation may be that he suffered from

hemianopia, not hemineglect.

Other artists who have suffered right hemispheric

strokes and exhibited left-sided field deficits include

German realist painter Anton Räderscheidt, German

painter and printer Lovis Corinth, German painter and

draftsman Otto Dix, British painter and sculptor Tom

Greenshields, and Italian painter Guglielmo Lusignoli.

Lovis Corinth (1858–1925) for example, continued to

paint portraits after his stroke, but with missing or
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displaced contours and details on the left side of the

canvas (Chatterjee, 1994).

Halligan and Marshall (1997) report another

75-year-old painter and sculptor with a right hemisphere

stroke and resulting left-sided neglect. Not only did he

demonstrate space-based and object-based neglect in

his drawing, but also in his sculpting (Fig. 24.2). In com-

parison to the high degree of representational likeness

that the patient’s premorbid life sculptures demon-

strated, his postmorbid sculptures revealed a clumsily

articulated, poorly formed left side, even though he

could rotate his work on a turnstile. His example demon-

strates that neglect can occur in three-dimensional space

as well (Chatterjee, 2004). Like Fellini, this artist was

frustrated with his postmorbid work, revealing an

awareness of his deficits. While there remained traces

of the hemineglect in his later sculptures, the artist’s

greatest deficits eventually resolved.

With these two exceptional case studies of artists

demonstrating gradual improvement, one wonders

whether the process of making art can facilitate recovery.

There are no definitive studies to suggest that art therapy

is an effective way to treat right or left brain injury. How-

ever, more formal controlled studies are underway.

There are a few case studies suggesting that repre-

sentational and visuospatial neglect are two distinct

deficits, presumably caused by two anatomically dis-

tinct lesions (Marshall and Halligan, 1993). In Bisiach

and Luzzatti’s case study (1978), two Italian subjects

with left unilateral neglect were asked to recall a famil-

iar place, the Piazza del Duomo in Milan. First these

subjects were asked to pretend that they were looking

toward the Duomo. They enthusiastically and elabo-

rately describe the shops and landmarks from the right

side of the square, but not from the left side. When the

subjects were asked to pretend that they were at the

Duomo and looked toward the town, they described

the side of the road (previously left but now right) that

they had previously neglected and neglected the side

that they had previously described.

Guariglia et al. report a 59-year-old right-handed

man with a stroke in the right frontal area who demon-

strated left-sided neglect when asked to perform an

imagery task, but not when asked to perform visual

tasks. Finally, a third case study reported a professional

cartoonist who produced a whole image when drawing

from memory, but neglected the left side when drawing

from life (Halligan et al., 2003). Taken together, these

studies suggest that the ability to imagine a scene exists

separately from the ability to perceive a scene, such

that hemineglect can affect the two independently.

Most case studies of neglect have been in right-brain

damaged patients. Bartolomeo and colleagues’ quanti-

tative studies of neglect concluded that most patients

.L. MILLER



Fig. 24.1. This triad of Fellini’s cartoons demonstrates the nature of his left-sided neglect, as well as his insight into his deficit.

(A) The man, running to the left side of the page, shouts, ‘Where is the left?’ (B) All of his characters fall to the right side of the

line. (C) An elephant, drawn on the left side of the page, exclaims to the man sitting on the right side, ‘Can I stay here, doctor?’

Notice that the defining feature of the elephant, its trunk, is missing from the left side. (Reprint with permission from Cortex,

Cantagallo and Della Sala (1998), Figs. 3a, 6, 9).
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experienced only isolated visuospatial neglect and that

representational neglect tends to occur in only right-

hemisphere injured patients (Bartolomeo et al., 1994).

The severe left-sided neglect that RBD patients experi-

ence may explain Marr’s observation of these patients’

difficulty depicting items in three dimensions (Marr,

1982). Patients with left-hemisphere injury do not

experience the same severity of neglect (Kaplan and

Gardner, 1989). There is one case report of an artist with

right-sided neglect, caused by a left-hemisphere stroke
(Peru and Pinna, 1997). Furthermore, one study in

humans suggests that the right superior temporal cortex

is the key neuroanatomical site for spatial neglect, not

the posterior parietal lobe (Karnath et al., 2001).

24.5. The neuroanatomy of visual imagery and
color imagery

The cerebral processing of visual information occurs in

two pathways. The first carries information from the



Fig. 24.2. Demonstrates the painter and sculptor described in Halligan and Marshall’s case study before (A) and after a right

hemisphere stroke (B). The left side of the postmorbid sculpture, as seen by the patient and viewer, is less well-formed than

the right side, and the entire work is a more crude representational style than the premorbid bust. (C) Drawing made after the

same artist’s stroke. (Reprinted from Halligan and Marshall (1997), with permission from Elsevier.)
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retina to the lateral genicul ate nucl eus and finally to the

stria te cortex (area V1) , locate d in the calcar ine fissure

of the occipital lobe s. Lesions in the opti c tract s or the

stria te cortex produc e predict able topog raphic defici ts

in the contral ateral hemif ield. The second path way

begi ns from the stria te cortex and radiat es out into mul -

tiple inter- related areas of the extrastriat e cort ex. Ove r

40 specializ ed extrast riate regions have been identified

in the monk ey. These regions are respon sible for highly

specific aspec ts of the visual experie nce—includi ng

colo r, shape , and face recogn ition ( Barton, 2004 ).

Within the extrastriate cortex, intact visual perception

requires the functioning of two visual streams: the ventral

stream, responsible for recognizing ‘what’ is seen, and

the dorsal stream, responsible for recognizing ‘where’

subjects are perceived (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982;

Goodale, 1993; Goodale and Westwood, 2004). Th is

separation of visual function suggests two anatomically

distinct pathways of vision.

VISUAL ART A
24.5.1. Ventral stre am

The ventral stream projects from the striate to temporal

cortex (Goodale and Westwood, 2004; Barton, 2004).

This pathway encodes the enduring characteristics of

objects, thereby permitting long-term identification and

recognition (Goodale and Westwood, 2004). Whether

an artist is drawing in representational fashion or is cul-

ling from the bank of images stored over a lifetime to pro-

duce abstract or symbolic work, an intact ventral stream

is needed to perceive these subjects. Visual perception

must be able to divorce the spatial placement and metric

information from the essential characteristics of the

object itself. Damage to the ventral stream produces

problems such as agnosia and dyschromatopsia.

24.5.1.1. Damage to the ventr al stream— agnosi a

Visual agnosi a is the inability to reco gnize an object by

sigh t in the setting of relative ly spared vision. Patients

lose under standin g of the seen object’s cont ext or use

( Barton, 2004 ). In contrast, these patients often iden tify

obje cts pres ented to them in a tactile or auditory man-

ner ( Bart on, 2004 ).

One 7 3-year-old left-hande d male artis t descr ibed by

sustai ning an occip ital inf arction in the 1970s developed

a visu al agnosi a ( Wapner et al., 1978 ). The d eficits sug-

gested by h is p resentation and initi al im aging suggest a

defici t mainly in the left occip itoparietal region, in the

region of the left posterio r cerebra l artery and possibl y

the rig ht posterior cerebra l artery (Cha tterjee, 2004 ).

The patient was unable to reco gnize faces and appro xi-

mately 75% of the inan imate objects present ed to him.

Without a sense of the meaning of the subject matt er,
he tend ed to focus o n drawi ng its details instea d of its

defining features ( Fig. 24.3 ). He oft en lost his place

while drawi ng. To com pensate, he would descr ibe the

object alou d to try and deduce the iden tity of the object.

However, whe n asked to draw an obje ct he recogniz ed,

he no longer maintai ned the sam e fastidiou s attenti on

to detail. Intere stingly, despite his stroke, his pre- and

postmorbi d drawings retai ned the sam e style. He main-

tained the same techniq ues of pers pective , shadowi ng,

and textur e to copy designs and objects with go od

accuracy . This patient’s course sugges ts that his visual

agnosia was assoc iated with defici ts in visual imager y

and visu al memor y. Howeve r, visu omotor and verbal

pathways were pres erved and activa ted as part of a

compensa tory process ( Chatter jee, 2004 ).

Th ere are a numb er of repor ts of a do uble dissocia-

tion between v isual perc eption and imagery. One 34-

year-old patient who suff ered focal cort ical dam age in

the ventral portion of the later al occipital region (pri-

marily in Brodm ann’s areas 18 and 19), also exhi bited

extreme deficits in visu ospatial perc eption b ut had rela-

tively spar ed visual imager y ( Servos and Goodale ,

1995 ). Sh e had dif ficulty recogniz ing obje cts whe n

presented as line drawings, but coul d draw com mon

objects and write the alphabet from memor y. Further-

more, the patient reporte d vivid visual dreams with

well-struc tured objects ( Servos et al., 19 93; Servos

and Goodale , 1995 ). Another intere sting dissoci ation

was the patient’s preserve d abili ty to use perc eption

to mak e skill ed grasping motio ns (i.e., adju sting her

hand to the appropri ate width and position).

In two remar kable case stud ies, Goldenb erg and col-

leagues explored tw o p atients with cortic al blindnes s,

one with loss of both visual imagery and visual knowl-

edge (Goldenberg, 1992) and the other with complex

and vivid visual imagery in whom visual loss was pro-

found (Goldenberg et al., 1995). The second case

strongly suggests that visual imagery can occur inde-

pendent of an intact primary visual cortex.

Additionally, preservation of visual imagery and

visuomotormemory lends theoretical support to the idea

of the ventral and dorsal stream as the perception vs.

action stream. Based on the relative functional deficits

of the patient and her neuroanatomical lesions, Servos

and Goodale (1995) suggest the occipitotemporal path-

way’s central importance in generating visual images.

One SPECT regional cerebral blood flow study lends

evidence that visual imagery is associated with

increased blood flow in the left inferior occipital and left

thalamic regions (Golde nberg et al., 1 991). From this

case study and other research in monkeys, Servos and

Goodale also suggest that the posterior parietal system,

the ‘action stream,’ may be further divided into two

functional regions. The superior parietal system may
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Fig. 24.3. Wapner et al. describe an artist who developed a visual agnosia following a left occipitoparietal stroke. (A) Demon-

strates the overriding attention paid to detail, such that the overall contour of the object is lost. Nevertheless, techniques such as

perspective and shading are maintained (e.g., the legs are rendered differently such that leg drawn on the right side of the page

demonstrates foreshortening). (B) Similarly shows the preference of detail over gestalt, such that the various parts of the airplane

are detached from the body, and the nose of the machine is entirely missing. (Reprinted with permission from Cortex, Wapner

et al. (1978), Figs. 3 and 6.)
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be more resp onsible for visu omotor cont rol, and the

vent ral regions more resp onsible for mental man ipula-

tion of objects ( Servos and Goodale , 1995 ).

Taken toge ther, the rese arch suggests that the bank of

visu al imagery exists separat ely from visu al percept ion.

Theore tically , artists and p atients with new deficits in

their visual pathwa ys may still produc e art from mental

imager y. New avenue s of research might com pare the

brea dth of visual imager y of people who are blind ed at

birth or during childhoo d to prof essional artis ts.

24.5.1.2. Damag e to the ventr al stream—

dyschro mat opsia

Olive r Sacks, the well known neuro logist and writ er,

describ es an artist who developed achr omatops ia after

brain traum a ( Sacks, 1995 ). Patient s with cerebra l

achr omatops ia can suffer defici ts in both hue and

saturat ion, viewing the wor ld in shade s of g ray. Other

kinds of disturbance in color percept ion include dys-

chromat opsia, or a reduc ed ability to perc eive hue.

Some peopl e report seeing the wor ld thr ough a colo red

filter or see colo r spill ing beyond its obje ct boun daries.
Finally, hemiachrom atopsia, or decrease d colo r per-

ception in the contralat eral hemif ield, is typicall y

asympt omatic and therefore underdia gnosed (Zeki,

1990; Rizzo et al., 1993 ; Meriga n et al., 1997).

Which regions of the brain appear to be involved in

color recognition and imagery? Lesions in the lingual

an d f us if orm g yri h av e b ee n a ss oc ia ted w it h a ch ro ma to p-

sia. Functional MRI has confirmed the participation of the

middle third of the lingual gyrus or white matter behind

the posterior tip of the lateral ventricle to be involved in

normal color perception. A unilateral lesion would be

associated with a hemiachromatopsia, whereas a bilateral

lesion would be necessary for a complete achromatopsia.

The latter is most parsimoniously caused by a PCA infarct

(Zeki, 1990; Rizzo et al., 1993; Merigan et al., 1997).

A few case reports suggest that the ability to imagine

color exists separately from the ability to perceive it (Shu-

ren et al., 1996; Bartolomeo et al., 1997; 1998). One 63-

year-old right-handed man with bilateral infarcts of the

temporo-occipital region, affecting the lingual and fusi-

form gyri, developed a verbal and nonverbal amnesia as

well as a significant deficit in color perception. However,
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he didwell on tasks that required him to name the color of

objects with uncommon color associations (e.g., ‘Color

of a US postal mailbox?’), compare verbal pairs of colors

(e.g., ‘Which has more red in it, plum or eggplant?’), and

distinguish the member in a verbal triad with dissimilar

color (Shuren et al., 1996). Generally speaking, assess-

ment of a patient’s color imagery, or memory for color,

is difficult because common associations exist between

certain objects and color (e.g., ‘apples are red’).

As in the story behind visual imagery, the research

suggests the existence of both a top-down and bot-

tom-up process for color imagery and perception. The

two processes can be dissociated. In most cases,

patients who develop achromatopsia are left with a

permanent deficit, but most employ compensatory

strategies in visual tasks.

24.5.2. Dorsal stream

The dorsal stream, running from the striate cortex to the

occipitoparietal region, processes spatial relationships

between objects (Goodale and Westwood, 2004; Barton,

2004). Because movement requires such visuospatial

information, another name for this pathway is the ‘action’

stream. Damage to the dorsal stream produces defects

such as akinetopsia (inability to perceivemoving objects,

despite ability to see stationary ones), optic ataxia (the

inability to reach for an object despite being able to see

it), ocular apraxia (inability to move one’s eyes toward

an object despite possessing full range of eye movements

and normal visual fields), and simultanagnosia (inability

to recognize the whole despite perceiving the details),

or a combination of the three, as seen in Bálint’s syn-

drome (Smith et al., 2003; Barton, 2004).

Artists may use information from the dorsal stream

to think about composition, or the placement of an

object on the page and its relationship to other objects

on the page. Injury to the dorsal stream may decrease

the artist’s ability to perceive relationships between

objects within the field of view (Smith et al., 2003).

24.5.2.1. Damage to the dorsal stream—

simultanagnosia

Simultanagnosia is the inability to process a complex

scene, despite being able to attend to individual elements.

Neuroimaging suggests that simultanagnosia may be

related to lesions in Brodmann’s areas 18 and 19 of the

dorsal occipital lobes (Rizzo and Robin, 1990), although

prefrontal damage has also been associated with an

inability to interpret complex scenes.

In one case study, an 87-year-old artist sustaining a

top-of-the-basilar artery embolic stroke, resulting in a

posterior circulation defect, developed a simultanagnosia

with no associated field deficits or hemineglect. In the
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immediate period following her stroke, her paintings

and drawings of the same flowers-in-vase still life reveal

a selective attention to parts of the still life, with less

attention given to background. Two years after her

stroke, she had made a full recovery and was painting

in similar fashion to her premorbid state, incorporating

the entire still life and rich background into her work

(Smith et al., 2003).
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24.6. Art in neurodegenerative disease, savants,
and migraine

24.6.1. Alzheimer’s disease

Themost common form of dementia in the aging popula-

tion, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), is characterized by dete-

rioration in memory, language, and visuospatial ability

(Cummings, 2004). The inability to recognize faces or

to read an analog clock represent typical daily deficits

that occur from loss of visuospatial function characteris-

tic ofAD. In a comparison of thirty ADpatients with con-

trols, Mendez and colleagues found that AD patients

showed preserved visual acuity and color recognition,

but decreased ability to visually recognize common

objects and famous faces, make figure–ground distinc-

tions, and evaluate complex figures (Mendez et al.,

1990).

The deterioration of AD patients’ drawing abilities is

common and has been well-documented (Henderson

et al., 1989; Kirk and Kertesz, 1991). Case reports of

artists withAD reveal a declining ability to represent sub-

ject matter in a representational fashion (Cummings and

Zarit, 1987; Espinel, 1996; Crutch et al., 2001; Maurer

and Prvulovic, 2004). Without necessarily diminishing

in artistic quality, art becomes more abstract. Some of

the painterWillem deKooning’s (1904–1997)most cele-

brated works were made after the onset of his AD (Espi-

nel, 1996). While difficult to quantify the effect that de

Kooning’s illness had on his art, later paintingsmade dur-

ing the advanced stages of his AD were composed of

formless sheets of color and lines. One of our AD

patients, a female artist with particularly prominent right

parieto-occipital disease, noted to us, ‘I am no longer

interested in form and shape, but colors now fascinate

me.’ Artwork, shown in Fig. 24.4, demonstrates the ab-

stract, formless nature characteristic of a patient withAD.

There are several case reports that describe indivi-

duals with AD in whom artistic changes, many in the

positive direction, were noted. One consideration with

these reports is that many of the individuals never had

autopsy confirmation of the type of dementing disorder.

Similarly, in several reports the dementia is described

without consideration of the anatomical correlates of

the brain degeneration. Therefore some of these patients



Fig. 24.4. These paintings made in 2002 by one of our female patients with AD demonstrates the abstract, relatively formless

style characteristic of the artwork of patients with AD. The progression of AD has been associated with decreased visuospatial

function. (Reproduced with permission.)
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described below may have suffered from frontotem-

poral dementia or, perhaps, a highly asymmetric left

frontally or temporally predominant form of AD.

The self-portraits of London-based professional

artist William Utermohlen offers a rare and insightful

perspective on the progression of his dementia. His

large repertoire of paintings, his wife’s profession as

an art historian, and longitudinal neuropsychological

testing permit a veridical interpretation of his artistic
evolution. Fig. 24.5A, as selected by his wife, represents

the style andmethod characteristic of Utermohlen’s por-

traiture in his premorbid state. As shown in the series of

portraits in Fig. 24.5, perhaps the most striking change

was in his visuospatial skills. As most clearly seen in

the progression from Fig 24.5A–D, the structure and

relative positioning of the features on his face and head

become increasingly distorted (Crutch et al., 2001).

Such distortion was consistent with his declining



Fig. 24.5. Series of self-portraits of William Utermohlen as his Alzheimer’s disease progressed. A is typical of his premorbid

portraiture style regarding his brushwork, color use, and expression. B and C showed increasing difficulty with spatial relation-

ships, particularly with position of features on the face and head. As a result, his portraits look increasingly distorted. His later

portraits become increasingly simplified and abstract, such that E and F carry very few features that permit identification of the

subject. (Reprinted from Crutch et al. (2001), with permission from Elsevier.)
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visuospatial testing performance and other drawings

made at the time. In Fig. 24.6A, for example, a line

drawing of a man reveals the awkward placement of

two arms from behind the neck. It is of interest is that

the subject recognized a problem with the sketch, but

could not identify what it was.

Stylistically, the subject’s brushwork becomes

coarser and simplified through the course of his ill-

ness. As a result, his latest portrait Fig. 24.5E, is

abstract, consistent with the style of paintings he was

creating simultaneously (see Fig. 24.6B). Indeed, the

last portrait has virtually no distinctive features help-

ing the viewer to recognize his identity. While the tra-

jectory of his work demonstrates a decline, color

remains vivid in his late paintings. Crutch and collea-

gues also note the remarkable expressiveness of the

portraits and the poignant depiction of emotions such

as anger, sadness, and resignation (Crutch et al.,

2001). Correlating changes in artistic expression with

the mood change, agitation, and late psychosis charac-

teristic of the course of the disease (Cummings, 2004)
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Fig. 24.6. A selection of Utermohlen’s nonportrait paintings con

and progression toward abstraction. (Reprinted from Crutch et al
would represent another illuminating avenue of

research.

Cummings and Zarit (1987) also report the course of

an artist with AD over a 30-month period. Similar to

Utermohlen, the patient’s work became more simpli-

fied and primitive. His color palette became increas-

ingly restricted and techniques such as shading and

perspective lost.

In summary, as these case studies suggest, disintegrat-

ing spatial relationships, regression, distortion, and

stereotypy characterize the art of progressiveAD (Maurer

and Prvulovic, 2004). However, there has been one docu-

mented example to this rule. Danae Chambers, a Brit-

ish Columbian artist, demonstrated a remarkable

preservation of her capacity to paint until very late in

the course of her disease. A professional portraitist,

she maintained her ability to paint people until eight

months before her institutionalization, or when her

MMSE score dropped to 8 points. Her preservation of

visual working memory, recall, and perception suggest

a relative preservation of the right temporoparietal

.L. MILLER
firm his increasing difficulty with proper spatial relationships

. (2001), with permission from Elsevier.)
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lobes, suggesting a highly asymmetric form of ADwith

relative sparing of the right hemisphere, or the possibi-

lity of frontotemporal dementia (Fornazzari, 2005).

24.6.2. Frontotemporal lobar degeneration

The anatomic subtypes of frontotemporal lobar degen-

eration (FTLD) provide a window into investigating

the neurological basis of the artistic process. Previous

case studies of left temporal-variant (semantic demen-

tia) FTLD patients reveal a new preoccupation with

art, greater attention to visual stimuli, and increased

visual creativity during the early stages of their demen-

tia. In contrast, patients with AD, which typically first

affects the posterior parietal and medial temporal areas,

show decreased visuoconstructive ability (Miller, et al.,

1998; Miller and Hou, 2004). Of interest, creativity in

FTLD has been observed in visual art, music, and visual

invention, but not in writing or poetry (Miller et al.,

2000; Mendez, 2004).

In one series of case studies, left-temporal variant

FTLD patients exhibited a newfound interest in art and

preferred making representational drawings of land-

scapes, animals, and people. Abstract or symbolic art

was notably absent (Miller et al., 1998; Miller et al.,

2000). In another account of a 57-year-old right-handed

female artist, her left-sided frontal and temporal atrophy

correlated with deteriorating language and social skills

VISUAL ART A
Fig. 24.7. The figures in many of one of our FTD patient’s draw

teeth showing. His characters often appear disinhibited (e.g., sexu

in 2001. He is portrayed as a wildly costumed “Goofy Man” twist

hear you,” and “Bloop, bloop.”
but increased creativity in her art-making. Unlike the

prior case series, her painting evolved from more tradi-

tional landscapes and representational art to freer, more

expressive, and abstract forms with the progression of

her dementia. (Mell et al., 2003). Finally, a 56-year-

old right-handed businessman with no previous interest

in art begins painting for the first time with the onset of

FTLD. He displayed heightened visual awareness to his

environment, especially light and sound, even as his lan-

guage and behavior deteriorated (Miller et al., 1996).

One of our FTLD patients, a man presenting with

behavioral change and memory, language, and execu-

tive deficits, developed a newfound preoccupation in

making art (Liu et al., in press). His artwork is character-

ized by the bizarre representation of faces and the result-

ing sense of disconnection between the subjects in his

work (Fig. 24.7). A sense of disinhibition pervades his

painting, either through the wild dress of his subject

matter (Fig. 24.7A), suggestion of sexual relationships

(Fig. 24.7B), or use of profanity in his artwork (not

shown). His preoccupation with faces was associated

with profound deficits in the ability to recognize emo-

tions in faces and diminished empathy for people and

animals. This patient parallels a cohort described by

Mendez and Perryman (2003) in whom the face became

gradually distorted and ‘alien’ in association with

degeneration of the right temporal lobe. These patients

with predominant involvement of the right anterior
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ings often display odd expressions on their faces, many with

ally provocative). A is a portrait of the patient’s cousin made

ed into an impossible pose. His dialogue balloons say “I can’t
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temporal lobe and distortions of faces and facial emo-

tions in their work demonstrate how the artists’ percep-

tions of the face translate into their work.

Given these remarkable stories, it should be noted

that diminished creativity is more typical of patients

with FTLD, suggesting that these case studies are the

exception rather than the rule (Miller et al., 1998). Selec-

tive involvement of the temporal regions, with relative

sparing of the frontal regions, may provide the anatomic

rationale for this subset of patients (Miller et al., 2000).

The concept of paradoxical functional facilitation, a

term coined by Kapur, explains how dysfunction in one

sphere may allow the development of ability in another

sphere (Kapur, 1996). For right-handed FTLD patients,

the declining influence of the language center, increas-

ing social disinhibition, and relative sparing of the

visual systems may permit increased visual creativity

(Miller et al., 1998; Mendez, 2004)

Furthermore, the compulsive behaviors commonly

seen in FTLD may also play an important role in artistic

production, causing patients to obsessively practice and

even hone their artistic techniques (Miller et al., 2000).

Our patient’s compulsive nature appears to have con-

tributed to his artistic process. Indeed, he manifested

compulsive behaviors in other realms, including water

intake, eating rituals, and coin collecting. Especially in

the later years, he repeatedly painted the same geometric

designs on store-bought sculptures and objects twenty to

thirty times. Arguably, his increasing compulsion, while

causing him to be more prolific, limited the creativity of

his artwork (Liu et al., in press).

24.6.3. Hallucinatory states: migraine headaches

and dementia with lewy bodies

Migraineurs have used associated hallucinatory experi-

ences as an inspiration for creative output. Fuller and

Gale originally proposed that migraine auras served as

the inspiration for the Italian surrealistic painter Georges

de Chirico (1888–1978) (Fuller and Gale, 1988; Emery,

2004). Indeed, de Chirico’s compositions combinemulti-

ple places, reference several periods of history, and are

filled with unrelated objects (Bogousslavsky, 2003). In

a review of de Chirico’s autobiographical writings,

Nicola and Podoll (2003; Podoll and Nicola, 2004) have

found the artist’s experiences to be consistent with a his-

tory of migraines.While the artist reports that his halluci-

nations have directly influenced his painting, Blake and

Landis (2003) argue that these altered states were caused

by temporal lobe epilepsy, not migraines. Other painters

reported to have suffered frommigraines includeGeorgia

O’Keefe (1887–1986) and Salvador Dali (1904–1989).

Robinson and Podoll evaluated 562 migraneur paint-

ings for body schema disturbances with migraine aura,
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either macrosomatognosia (enlarging) or microsomatog-

nosia (shrinking) (Robinson and Podoll, 2000). Macro-

somatognosia occurred more frequently and tended

to affect segments of the body, particularly the head

and upper extremities. Microsomatognosia was less

common and tended to involve the whole body. Based

on these patterns, the authors argue for the existence of

an integrative neuronal network mediating whole body

perception.

Similarly, hallucinations are a core feature of

patients with dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). There

are scattered reports regarding the attempts of patients

with DLB to capture the internal state on the canvas

(Ebersbach, 2003), including Mervyn Peake (1911–

1968), an English artist and writer (Sahlas, 2003).

These studies emphasize that artists’ internal experi-

ences are generated through a brain system that is orga-

nized to perceive and interpret the world. Release of

these internal systems can provide the basis for artistic

activity.

24.6.4. Artistic savants

In the 1970s and 1980s, psychologist Lorna Self

searched widely for examples of extraordinary visual

artistry. She discovered eleven children who demon-

strated exceptional ability to render objects in a realistic

manner from an early age. Most were mentally handi-

capped in some way, diagnosed as either autistic or

autistic spectrum, and displayed stunted social and lan-

guage development. One of her savant subjects, Nadia,

drew with an extraordinarily sophisticated sense of per-

spective and manner of mark-making. In addition, while

Nadia’s drawings were based on pictures, they were not

reproduced in their exact form and could be drawn from

memory. Self noticed that the autistic children start

drawing objects realistically from a young age. They

also called upon a wider range of subjects, tended to

exclude humans as subjects, and were obsessive in their

choice of subject matter (Howe, 1989).

In contrast to the drawings made by savant children,

those by normal children were schematic, rigid, and

contained mistakes. Because the ordinary child’s world

is structured through language, their drawings are

infused with conceptual knowledge. As Edwards

claims, ‘The child is dominated not by what he sees

but the relationship he or she knows’ (Edwards, 1988).

The resulting drawings are more stereotyped. For exam-

ple, a table drawn with four legs of equal length betrays

an understanding of the furniture’s identity, but not its

relationship to real space. Conversely, the social isola-

tion that autistic children experience may nurture a

direct connection with physical reality that permits

them to represent their environment more veridically.

.L. MILLER
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Savants’ focal strengths—in memory, drawing or

music—have been emphasized by a few researchers

(Treffert and Wallace, 2002; Hou et al., 2000). While

still a rare occurrence, savants with artistic skill display

exceptional visual memory, coordination, and copying

ability. They exhibit a strong preference for a single

art medium. Often, they restrict themselves to a narrow

range of subjects; i.e., animals or insects but rarely

human faces. Snyder and colleagues have attempted to

induce savant-like ability by applying transcranial mag-

netic stimulation to the left frontotemporal brain region.

In four of eleven subjects, artistic skills increased

following this procedure (Snyder et al., 2003).

VISUAL ART A
24.7. Principles of artistic aesthetics

V.S. Ramachandran has suggested that there are three

key visual/physiological principles that drive the

human artistic effort (Ramachandran and Hirstein,

1999). The first he calls the peak shift principle which

represents the artist’s attempt to capture the visual

essence of an object or principle through amplification.

As an example he describes the exaggeration of the

female form, poise and grace seen in many ancient

and contemporary pictures of women. Similarly, the

cartoonist will exaggerate unique facial features,

thereby capturing more of the essence of the face than

an exact copy would. The second principle relates to

grouping or binding. Here Ramachandran describes

the excitement and pleasure associated with linking

disparate colors or shapes into a coherent whole. Here

he notes the pleasure of seeing something novel emerge

such as a Dalmatian dog initially seen as series of dots.

In contrast, the third principle emphasizes using visual

attention to isolate a single visual module. Here he

emphasizes that a sketch using a few lines can be more

aesthetically pleasing than a complete picture that cap-

tures every detail of a face or scene. The excessive

details would distract from the key visual components,

making less more.

The principles elucidated by Ramachandran repre-

sent an imaginative attempt to apply the rules of brain

organization toward an understanding of art esthetics.

In recent years, a field of art criticism has emerged that

focuses upon relationships between neuroanatomy,

neurophysiology, and artistic production and apprecia-

tion. It is evident that Raphael’s madonnas, perfect

reproductions of the face and body, activate very dif-

ferent parts of the brain than the sheets of color in a

painting by Mark Rothko. Interpretation of facial

expression involves an inferior temporal system that

projects to the amygdala in the anterior temporal lobe,

while color recognition occurs in a posterior cortical
visual system. In the case of facial and facial emotion

recognition, the right hemisphere is dominant. Conver-

sely, the Dada artist Duchamp intentionally engages

the viewer to self-reflect, using strategies that are typi-

cal of the dominant hemisphere. He states, ‘All in all,

the creative act is not performed by the artist alone;

the spectator brings the work in contact with the exter-

nal world by deciphering and interpreting its inner qua-

lifications and thus adds his contribution to the creative

act’ (Harth, 1999).

In addition to the way that the audience perceives an

artistic work, there is much to be learned about the way

that an artist approaches the creative act. The artist

Jackson Pollock produced some of his greatest works

in a physical fury, splashing paint onto a canvas while

dancing around the canvas. Pollock’s pieces achieved

success in part because of his extraordinary athleticism.

It is tempting to speculate that Pollock’s motor sys-

tems, including his basal ganglia, played a major role

in his artistic successes. A surrealistic artist employs

images from dreams (or possibly migraines), while a

portrait painter like Vermeer translates a static image

onto the canvas. Analysis of the artistic process offers

insights into the artist and the brain.

Largely neglected by the field of neurology, there

has been a recent surge of interest in art and visual

creativity. This has occurred along with a renaissance

in neuroscience related to visual physiology. Indeed,

the field of art and the brain is still in its infancy.
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